In most choice models, the evaluation of attributes depends on differences of attribute values. Some research, mainly in marketing and psychology, suggests that the differences do not give the full picture of how decision makers evaluate choice alternatives, e.g. some decision makers may penalise an alternative additionally because it has the highest price. In this paper, we specify a discrete choice model that takes into account the ordering of attribute values across alternatives. This model is used to investigate the effect of attribute value ordering in three case studies related to alternative-fuel vehicles, mode choice, and route choice. In our application to choices among alternative-fuel vehicles, we see that especially the price coefficient is sensitive to changes in ordering. The ordering effect is also found in the applications to mode and route choice data where both travel time and cost sensitivities are affected by the ordering. Overall, the ordering effects have implications for both parameter estimates and the evaluation of willingness-to-pay measures.
Introduction
The choice modelling approach based on random utility maximisation (RUM) is a cornerstone of demand modelling in many disciplines, e.g. transportation research. The traditional approach assumes that choice makers maximise utility in a procedure where all attributes are included based on their relative numerical values and weighted into a utility measure. This approach has seen great success as a way to quantify demand for discrete alternatives but in parallel to its success, evidence that contradicts the basic assumptions, e.g. framing, contexts, and compromise effects, has been found across various disciplines; see e.g. Cherchi (2012) in transportation, Lloyd (2003) in health economics, Bettman et al. (1998) in marketing. This evidence highlights that choice makers use a variety of choice rules and that the traditional RUM choice model is a more or less precise approximation to these choice rules.
There is evidence in psychology and marketing that choice makers instead of using the relative numerical differences between attribute values apply choice rules that only consider the ordering of values (Drolet et al., 2000) . The motivation for such choice rules may vary among choice makers. The choice rules that a choice maker applies may depend on various factors, e.g. framing and context (see e.g., Simonson and Tversky, 1992) .Various reasons for an effect of the ordering could be that choice makers use it as a simplifying heuristic or that there is a psychological effect of extreme and compromise alternatives.
To test whether ordering has an effect on choice, Bodapati and Drolet (2005) introduce a model where decision makers only look at the ordering of attributes. They compare this modelling approach to a standard multinomial logit (MNL) model. Their standard model assumes that all attributes are evaluated by their actual value while the ordered attribute value model assumes that all attributes are evaluated by their ordering. They find a tendency that ordering explains choice at least as well as the actual values. They also combine the two models so that each decision maker either use one method all the time or the other. They conclude that at least for some product categories it seems reasonable that consumers apply ordered value processing in place of looking at actual values.
In this paper, we investigate the effect of the ordering of attribute values further. According to the standard model this should not affect utility once the relative differences in attribute values are taken into account. Similar to Bodapati and Drolet (2005) , we investigate in several transport case studies whether the attribute value order has an effect that is not captured in the traditional choice model. To extend previous research, the concept is investigated at the level of each attribute. For each attribute of an alternative, we allow a penalty depending on the attribute's order relative to the same attribute for the other alternatives. We apply our model to a data set on choice among conventional and alternativefuel vehicles (AFVs) as well as two data sets on choices among travel modes and routes.
Another specific psychological effect that contradicts the standard discrete choice model is the compromise effect. Evidence for this effect has been found within both marketing (see e.g. Kivetz et al. 2004 ) and transportation (see e.g. Chorus and Bierlaire, 2013) . This effect 3 captures that choice makers may have a dislike for extreme alternatives in that they prefer compromise alternative, i.e. alternatives with attribute values that are neither the highest nor lowest. Since a compromise alternative is defined by the order of attribute values, the analyses also allow to test for the compromise effect using our model including the attribute value ordering.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In the next section, a model that allows for the effects of the ordering of attributes is presented. Section 3 presents the application of this model to the three data sets. Section 4 discusses the common findings across the applications. The final section 5 summarises the paper and presents a conclusion.
Model
The standard discrete choice model based on random utility maximisation assumes that each individual, , attaches to each alternative, , a utility function, . The individual is then assumed to choose the alternative that maximises utility. Here we use the standard linear-inparameters specification with an additive error term where the error is independent of the exogenous variables, i.e.
where is a vector of exogenous variables, i.e. attributes and interactions between attributes and socio-economic variables, is a vector of parameters to be estimated, and are identically and independently distributed extreme value type 1 error terms.
This model corresponds to the MNL model. It is denoted as the actual-value model (AVM) in Bodapati and Drolet (2005) as it is based on the assumption that choice makers only look at the relative difference of the actual values of attributes.
The corresponding model that only takes the ordering of the attribute values into account is denoted as the ordered-value model (OVM) similar to Bodapati and Drolet (2005) . This model is defined by the utilities
where is a vector with k elements where each element equals 1 if , and -1 if .
Since our main hypothesis is whether the ordering effect is present even when we take account of the attribute values as in the MNL, we combine the two models into an orderedvalue MNL (OV-MNL) model. This model is specified as
For all the three models in Equations 1-3, we can calculate choice probabilities as
In case the models are estimated on panel data it is necessary to take into account correlation across choices made by the same individual. Therefore we apply a random effects model to take into account panel effects. In all our models we do this by assuming that given a choice set of J alternatives, the J-1 alternative-specific constants (ASCs) that may be identified follow a multivariate normal distribution. It is only possible to identify J-1 ASCs when the full covariance matrix among these is also estimated, see Walker et al. (2007) for details. We denote these models as random effect (RE) models and ordered-value random effects (OV-RE) models.
To find the choice probabilities for this model, we can calculate the probabilities conditional on the ASCs using equation (4). The unconditional probability may be found as the integral of the conditional probability over the density of the ASCs, i.e.
where represents the joint multivariate normal density of the ASCs. This type of model can be estimated using Maximum Simulated Likelihood (MSL), see e.g. Train (2003) .
Applications
In this section, we report the empirical analyses of how the ordering of attribute values may affect choice making. The modelling approach capturing the ordering of attribute values is compared to standard models on several data sets. All data are stated preference (SP) data. The first data set was collected with the purpose of assessing preferences related to AFVs in Denmark. The second data set was collected to assess potential demand for a high-speed public transport alternative known as Swiss Metro. The third data set is a Dutch route choice data set. In the next three subsections, we describe each of the three case studies separately.
Application to Danish AFV data
We specify and estimate two models on data on choice among conventional vehicles and AFVs, i.e. hybrid, bio-diesel, and electric compared to conventional vehicles.
Data
The data are binary SP data where individuals choose between two vehicles. The experiment was designed around a reference vehicle that the respondent had recently purchased. Besides adding realism to the choice task this allows the respondents to assume that alternatives are 5 similar to the respondents' reference vehicle with respect to characteristics not listed as attributes in the experiment, e.g. vehicle class. The data include four fuel types: conventional (type 1), hybrid non-plugin (type 2), bio-diesel (type 3) and electric (type 4) vehicles. The conventional fuel was either petrol or diesel depending on the reference vehicle of the respondent. The monetary attributes were purchase price and annual cost. Both of these attributes were customised for each respondent based on the reference vehicle. The non-monetary attributes were operation range, refuelling frequency, acceleration time, and a service dummy. The operation range was calculated based on how far the reference vehicle could operate on a full tank. Acceleration time was presented as the number of seconds the vehicle would use to accelerate from 0 to 100 km/h. The service dummy was used to describe whether extra service and repairs other than maintenance were included in the annual cost. The pollution level of AFVs was specified relative to the reference vehicle. The pollution information for each fuel type was: conventional (as reference vehicle), hybrid non-plugin (50% of reference vehicle), bio-diesel (as reference except CO2 at 50%) and electric (no pollution) vehicles.
The experiment comprised binary choices between any two of the four fuel types. Each respondent was asked to make up to 8 choices: four comparing conventional fuel to one alternative fuel, and/or four comparing either hybrid to bio-diesel, hybrid to electric, or biodiesel to electric. Descriptive statistics for the attributes are given in Table 1 The data were collected from August 2007 to July 2008. Each month during the survey period, individuals were chosen randomly from the population of individuals who had registered a new car within the preceding month in Denmark. They were asked to complete a background questionnaire and then the stated choice experiments over the internet. Altogether 4362 individuals completed the stated choice survey giving a total of 30,622 observations of choices. Further detail can be found in Mabit and Fosgerau (2011) .
Estimation results
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The estimation results for the Danish fuel type choice are shown in Table 2 . Model I is a RE model that allows for reference dependence in the price coefficient as found in Mabit and Fosgerau (2011) . The degree of reference dependence is captured by the parameter η. The case of η=0 equals the standard linear-in-parameters RE model. Model II is an OV-RE model that takes into account also the ordering of that attribute values. Since the service variable is a dummy variable it is treated the same in both models. The ASC for conventional cars has been fixed to zero for identification. The results show that all estimates have the expected sign. Furthermore all common parameters are significant at the 1% level of significance. The 's are the Choleski factors of the multivariate normal distribution that the ASCs follow. We see that the ordering of the price attributes have a significant negative effect, i.e. that a change in price is penalised heavier by choice makers if the change also changes the ordering of the price attributes. The other ordering effects are much less significant but we note that they all have the same sign as the main effect of the attribute. A likelihood ratio (LR) test among the models shows that Model II rejects Model I in a test with 4 degrees of freedom. This is also supported by the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and ̅ calculated for both models.
Model
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We have calculated willingness to pay (WTP) for the continuous variables based on both models, see Table 2 . The valuations based on Model II are only valid for situations where the ordering of the attributes does not change. For this range of attribute values, the utility functions are differential with respect to cost and the other continuous attributes. Therefore WTP is found as the marginal utility with respect to each attribute divided by the marginal utility with respect to cost within these attribute ranges. The calculations were done assuming η=0. For operation range and acceleration the WTP depends on the attribute level so we evaluated the WTP at the sample means, 685 km and 13 s, respectively. If we compare Models I and II we see that the WTP for acceleration is 55% higher in Model II. The WTP for annual cost and operation range are also higher by 26% and 39%, respectively. 
Attribute\Model
Application to Swiss Metro data
We specify and estimate three models on the Swiss Metro SP data. These data include choices among car, rail, and Swiss metro.
Data
The data are SP data where individuals choose among three travel modes: car, rail, and Swiss metro. The respondents were car and rail travellers. The experimental design used the car or rail reference trip as pivoting point in a main effects fractional factorial design with 9 choice tasks per respondent with 2 or 3 alternatives (car was only included as alternative for carowning respondents). The alternatives were described by the attributes travel time, fare/cost, headway (rail-based alternatives only), and seating (Swiss metro only). Descriptive statistics for the main attributes are presented in Table 4 Further details of the data are described in Bierlaire et al. (2001) .
Estimation results
The estimation results are shown in Table 5 . Model I is a RE while Model II is an OV-RE model. The models follow the specification in Bierlaire et al. (2001) . We also estimate a third model, Model III, where we test whether the ordering effect is different when the attribute goes from the worst to the compromise attribute value compared to when it goes from being the compromise to being the best. This was not possible in the previous data set since it only included binary choices. The ASC for rail has been fixed to zero for identification. Again we find that the model fit improves significantly when we add the three coefficients for ordering effect in Model II. A LR test with 3 degrees of freedom shows that Model II rejects Model I at any reasonable level of significance. We get the expected negative sign on 9 the two most important ordering effects on time and cost while the coefficient on frequency is positive, i.e. it has the opposite sign of the parameter on the value of frequency. Model III reveals that for both cost and time, it is worse for the respondents when the alternative moves away from being the fastest/cheapest to the middle alternative when compared to changing from the compromise alternative to the slowest/most expensive. But it should be noted that these differences are insignificant as Model III does not reject Model II in a LR test with 2 degrees of freedom.
Model
We have calculated WTP for the continuous variables based on the two final models, see Table 6 . Again these WTP measures are only well defined for ranges of attribute values where the ordering does not change. If we compare the WTPs for Models I-III, we see that the WTPs for frequency are 56% and 57% higher in Models II and III. The WTPs for travel time are lower by 4% and 1%, respectively. The fact that WTP for travel time does not change even though both cost and time has significant ordering effects reflects that the ordering has a similar effect on both attributes so that the ratio is almost unaffected.
Application to Dutch route choice data
We specify and estimate three models on these SP data that include choice among route A, route B, and route C for car travel.
Data
The data are SP data where individuals choose among three hypothetical routes. The sample consists of 390 commuters sampled from an internet panel. The respondents were asked to consider a hypothetical situation where they planned a new route from home to work. Each respondent was asked to do nine choice tasks based on an "optimal orthogonal in the difference" design. The routes were described by four attributes: average total travel time (45, 60, 75 min), percentage of travel time in traffic jams (10, 25, 40 %), travel time variability (5, 15, 25, min), and total cost (5.5, 9, 12 Euros). Note that these values were constant across respondents. Further details of the data are described in Chorus and Bierlaire (2013) .
Estimation results
The estimation results are shown in Table 7 . While the data have several observations per individual, a random effects model could not reject the basic models without random effects. Therefore we have reported these simpler models below in Table 7 . Model I is a MNL model while Model II is an OV model. We see that the data do not allow us to distinguish Model I and Model II. This happens because all individuals were given the same attributes (no pivoting). Since the two models are empirically identical on these data, it is not possible to identify an OV-MNL model. Our models follow the specification in Chorus and Bierlaire (2013) . Therefore we also do not estimate any ASCs, which makes sense for unlabelled choice alternatives. Table 7 : Estimation results for the three Dutch route choice models.
We also estimate a third model, Model III, where we test whether the ordering effect is different when the attribute goes from the worst to the compromise attribute value compared to when it goes from being the compromise to being the best. Model III is an extension of Model II. Model III includes several ordering effect for the two attributes travel cost and % cong. travel. Including this effect for all four attributes resulted in a model with 8 parameters that could not reject Model III in a LR test. A LR test shows that Model III rejects Model II. We get the expected negative sign on all the coefficients in all three models. Model III reveals that for cost it is worse for the respondents when the alternative becomes the worst alternative (most expensive) instead of the compromise alternative (median cost) compared to going from being the best alternative to be the compromise alternative. A similar pattern arises for congestion.
Two other models that have been used to capture compromise effects are the random regret minimisation (RRM) model as investigated by Chorus and Bierlaire (2013) and the contextual concavity model (CCM) introduced by Kivetz et al. (2004) Table 3 in Chorus and Bierlaire (2013) .
The results show that our Model III has sample fit identical to the CCM and that both of these have better fit than the RRM model.
We have not calculated WTP measures for this case study as they only make sense for Model I and that model is statistically rejected by Model III.
Discussion
The results show that in all three case studies there are effects that could come from respondents being influenced by the ordering of attribute values. The occurrence on three data sets within different choice contexts is reassuring that an effect may exist within SP data. The fact that all data are SP data is also a limitation of the present paper. It is a natural question whether the effect extends to revealed preference (RP) choice. As most RP data are cross sectional without individual changes in the order of attribute values, it was not possible in the present paper to include a RP case study where ordering effects would not be confounded with differences among choice makers. This endeavour is therefore left for future research.
The investigation of the ordering effect across the three applications has raised some general issues that demands further investigation. First, there is the question whether we actually find an effect from ordering or whether it is something else. For case study 1, there was a significant ordering effect for price. For case study 2, there was an effect of ordering effect for both time and cost but no significant compromise effect. For case study 3, we found that there was a significant ordering and compromise effects and that the model adjusted to capture ordering explained data similar to the best model adapted by Chorus and Bierlaire (2013) to capture the compromise effect.
Concerning functional form we found in case study 1 that the ordering effect is affected by the specification of the systematic utility. The ordering effect was seen to diminish when an attribute was entered in logarithms in place of linearly. This indicates that while we may capture ordering effects using the adjusted model it is also possible that the ordering parameters capture some functional form misspecification.
Reference dependence is also confounded with the ordering effect as seen from the first application where the loss aversion coefficient increases when the ordering is taken into account. The confounding of loss aversion and ordering makes sense for the data in case study 1 as a change of order for many choice situations corresponds to going from a loss to a gain or vice versa as one alternative in the experiments with a conventional vehicle was always chosen to resemble the reference.
As none of the SP data sets were intended to test the effect of attribute value ordering, it would interesting to see future research investigate a data set with more than two alternatives where the ordering was designed to have the least confounding with any reference point and furthermore including questions that keep the order but vary the attribute differences.
Assuming that we actually see an effect of ordering then there is the question when it is important. While we find a significant ordering effect our results do not match the findings in Bodapati and Drolet (2005) who find that simple ordering of attributes may explain choice better than using actual values. Here we find that actual values explain choice much better. When an ordering model was estimated separately for case study 1 and 2 (not reported) it had significantly poorer model fit than the corresponding model taking only attribute values into account. For case study 3, the two approaches give identical models as seen in the estimation results in Table 7 . The difference could reasonably come from the different choice contexts that we study. Where the actual values in bacon choices studied in Bodapati and Drolet (2005) may be of minor importance due to low prices, the actual price difference when acquiring a vehicle or time difference when making a work journey as studied in our case studies is of major importance.
Summary and conclusion
In this paper, we specify a discrete choice model that takes into account the ordering of attribute values across alternatives. The motivation for this adjustment is based on research, mainly in marketing and psychology, which suggests that the attribute differences do not give the full picture of how decision makers evaluate choice alternatives. The adjusted models allow the marginal value of an attribute to depend on its ordering relative to the same attribute for other alternatives. This modelling approach is used to investigate the effect of attribute value ordering in three case studies related to alternative-fuel vehicles, mode and route choice. While the effects vary in all three case studies we find that the adjusted models explain data significantly better. This indicates that there are actual ordering effects that are not captured in the standard choice models.
Besides reflecting choice behaviour better, the ordering effects that we find have implications for the WTP measures deduced from the data. Both observations make it is important to continue research to see whether the effect of ordering can be isolated from the effects of functional form and reference dependence.
